LED ATTACHMENT
LIGHT IT UP.
The Club Cannon LED Attachment is the first of it's
kind, using 6 in 1 LEDs, allowing you to light up the
CO2 output any color, including UV! It was designed to
attach to the Club Cannon DMX Jet quickly and easily,
with magnets.
Having the LED Attachment as a separate fixture, will
allow you to have a modular setup. Customers with
non-LED CO2 Jets, can now add the LED function
easily, without having to replace any equipment.
Certain events may request LEDs, others may not. This
makes the LED Attachment an easy solution for any
circumstance.

FEATURES:

The LED Attachment has 8, 12w LEDs, each capable of
producing Red, Green, Blue, White, Amber and Ultra
Violet. (6 in 1)

• Attaches Magnetically
• 8, 12w 6 in 1 LEDs
• Universal Power Input (85-264v AC)
• 3 pin AND 5 pin DMX in/out
• 4 DMX Modes (2 CH, 5 CH, 8 CH, 9 CH)

To attach, simply slide the LED Attachment over the
barrel of your CO2 Jet, and the magnets will
automatically bond to the body of the CO2 Jet. When
using the CO2 Jet and LED Attachment inverted, or
hung from trussing, we recommend using a safety
cable, which can be easily attached to the supplied Eye
Bolt, which has a threaded inlet on both sides of the
LED Attachment, making it convenient for almost any
setup.
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The included sponge will rest between the body of the
LED Attachment, and the output barrel of the CO2 Jet.
The sponge will absorb condensation created during
use.
To link the power and DMX signal from your CO2 Jet,
the LED Attachment includes short jumper cables,
which can be fed from the back of the CO2 Jet, straight
into the back of the LED Attachment. No need to run
additional power or DMX lines.
Although the LED Attachment was designed for use
with the Club Cannon Co2 Jet, it is also suitable for
other CO2 Jets on the market as well. The barrel
opening is 3" wide, making it compatible with a number
of products.
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